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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

BEFORE THE HONORABLE MARILYN MORGAN, JUDGE

In Re: ) Case No. 03-51775-MM
) Case No. 03-51776-MM
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)
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                                   ) San Jose, California

Hearing on approval of disclosure
statement filed jointly by debtor
and the Official Unsecured Creditors
Committee; and
Joint motion for order:  1) Approving
disclosure statement; 2) Approving
plan solicitation and notice 
procedures; 3) Appointing balloting
agent; 4) Approving voting procedures;
and 5) Establishing confirmation
deadlines and procedures, by debtor
and the Official Committee of
Creditors Holding Unsecured Claims
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By:  William Freeman, Esq.
650 Town Center Drive, Seventh Floor
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Nanette Dumas, Attorney
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For the Senior Hennigan, Bennett & Dorman
Noteholders (via By:  Bruce Bennett, Esq.
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Recorder: Clerk of the Court

Jackie Jarvis
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San Jose, California  95113
(408) 535-5023

Certified Electronic Palmer Reporting Services
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Tuesday, January 23, 2007 11:08 o'clock a.m.1

P R O C E E D I N G S2

THE CLERK:  Item 2, Sonic Blue, Incorporated.3

MR. FREEMAN:  Good morning, Your Honor.  William4

Freeman, F-r-e-e-m-a-n, Pillsbury, Winthrop, Shaw and Pittman,5

on behalf of the debtors.6

MS. DUMAS:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Nanette Dumas7

for the U.S. Trustee.8

MR. FRANKLIN:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Robert9

Franklin of Murray and Murray on behalf on creditors Riverside10

Claims and Riverside Contracting.11

MR. BENDER:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Ron Bender,12

Levene, Neale, Bender, Rankin and Brill, appearing on behalf of13

the Creditors' Committee.14

MR. GROTENHUIS:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Dan15

Grotenhuis representing myself.16

THE COURT:  I'm sorry.  I didn't get your name.17

MR. GROTENHUIS:  Dan Grotenhuis.18

THE COURT:  Thank you.19

MR. McNUTT:  Your Honor, Scott McNutt, appearing on20

behalf of Argo Partners, an objecting creditor.21

THE COURT:  Okay.  Good morning to all of you.22

[COUNSEL]:  Good morning, Your Honor.23

THE COURT:  Okay.  Well, you're all aware of the24

objections that have been filed.  I take them very seri- — I'm25
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sorry.  We have a telephonic?  Let's have the telephonic1

appearances.2

MR. RANKIN:  Good morning, Your Honor.  It's Craig3

Rankin also on behalf of the Creditors' Committee.4

MR. BENNETT:  Good morning, Your Honor.  Bruce Bennett5

of Hennigan, Bennett and Dorman, on behalf of the senior6

noteholders.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  As I was saying I take the8

objections of very seriously because they go to the issue of the9

integrity of the system.  The debtor and the Committee have not10

had the opportunity to respond.  Do you wish to be heard?11

MR. BENDER:  We do, Your Honor.  Would you like me12

here or at the podium?13

THE COURT:  You know, I've always told people you're14

more effective at the podium, but if you choose to remain seated15

it's your choice.16

MR. RANKIN:  Please go to the podium, Ron. 17

(Laughter.)18

MR. BENDER:  Your Honor, thank you.  19

Your Honor, we received the Riverside objection last20

week and attempted to make all of their changes to the21

disclosure statement.  I received, just before leaving my home22

this morning for the airport, the supplement that Riverside23

filed saying that they still want additional disclosure24

regarding the Intel situation and they would like to have the25
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identities of the committee members added to the disclosure1

statement.  The latter, of course, —2

THE COURT:  Tell me about the constitution of the3

committee.  How many members — 4

MR. BENDER:  Who the members are?5

THE COURT:  Yeah, how many members do you have on the6

committee?7

MR. BENDER:  I believe there were nine originally. 8

And one, Maxtor, dropped out a couple of years ago.  The other9

eight remain.10

THE COURT:  And who are these people?11

MR. BENDER:  The five largest consist of Mr. Bennett's12

three clients, which are the senior noteholders, — 13

THE COURT:  Um-hum.14

MR. BENDER:  — each with the face amount of their15

notes of $25 million and then all the complexities that go with16

that.  But they're the three largest, clearly.  17

The next two largest who I believe are each owed, by18

memory, something in the five to ten-million-dollar range, are19

two Japanese electronics companies, both of whom are represented20

by Perkins Coie with the primary lawyer being Bruce McIntyre in21

Seattle who's a very active committee member for both creditors. 22

The other three are different, different trade23

creditors.  I don't recall the names offhand.  There's Amax.24

THE COURT:  You work with these people for four years25
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and you don't remember their names?1

MR. BENDER:  Because those last three have, generally2

speaking, asked me to give them advice, and they would respond3

if they disagree, which is rare, and they're — I believe at4

least one is overseas.  So the other three take a very inactive5

role in the Committee.  6

The main — the main actors on the Committee are the7

three notehold- — the three senior noteholders and Mr.8

McIntyre's clients over the past couple of years.9

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.10

MR. BENDER:  And, of course, Your Honor, there hasn't11

been that much in terms of Committee involvement.  Most of the12

bankruptcy case, since the sales have concluded, have resolved13

around claim objections, which Committee members are relying on14

counsel for.  And my firm and the Pillsbury firm split that work15

up.  The preference actions, which they're relying on, which our16

firm split up.  And then the Via-Intel settle- — the Via-Intel17

litigation, which the Committee was not a litigant to, so — and18

only really became involved at all at the very, very end, which19

I'm happy to go over as part of my response to the objections.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

MR. BENDER:  So that's the reason.  It's not one of22

these cases where we have weekly calls, or something.23

THE COURT:  Okay.24

MR. BENDER:  If I can explain what I understand to be25
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the issues with respect to the Intel — I'm not the most1

knowledgeable person, but I've made a big effort the last 24, 482

hours to become knowledgeable — is the following.  And I do want3

to preface to say that:  You'll never have from my firm an4

objection to including language in a disclosure statement.5

So I have no doubt that if there's language people6

want to put into a disclosure statement, we will put that in. 7

And certainly we take the integrity of the system very8

seriously, too.  And I've drafted on the airplane proposed9

language which, of course, I don't mean to shove on anybody, but10

we take this very seriously.11

But, fundamentally speaking, what you had here was12

this:  In 2002 Bruce Bennett's clients provide senior notes to13

the company with the face amount of $75 million.  And what is14

absolutely routine in the whole bondholder world is that at the15

company's request the bondholders subordinate to certain types16

of claims.  17

And the reason they do that is because the company's18

worried that without that subordination provision the company's19

not going to be able to go out and get trade credit or other20

types of funding.  And that's just routine.  It's in every bond21

deal I've ever seen, particularly with respect to trade credit. 22

Otherwise, trade creditors wouldn't provide trade credit to23

businesses.24

There's language in the subordination provision that25
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identifies a number of different types of claims to whom the1

senior noteholders have subordinated.2

And one of the languages is set forth in both the3

objection filed by Riverside as well as the objection filed by4

Argo Partners, which describes the subordination as, in quotes,5

all indebtedness of the company due and owing to Via6

Technologies, Inc. in an aggregate principal amount not to7

exceed $15 million.  That's what it says.8

Now what I'm told — obviously we weren't around at the9

time, it's a couple years before the bankruptcy filing — was10

that that provision — I'm told it by Marcus Smith, the principal11

of the debtor who was, I understand, the chief financial officer12

at the time, as well as I'm told it by Mr. Bennett, who was13

representing the noteholders at the time, that that provision14

was intended to subordinate to Via in the event that Via15

actually — excuse me — provided funding to the company, which16

there's no ambiguity that Via never provided any of that17

funding.18

And — then in the bankruptcy filing — and Via,19

together with — we call it JV, their JV partner, filed two20

identical proofs of claim against the estate, each for $10521

million, all related to the whole Intel license deal.  22

There's nothing in their claims that have anything to23

do with the type of, quote, senior indebtedness to whom the24

senior noteholders would have subordinated.25
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Now Your Honor knows how complex that litigation was1

with respect to how that case was staffed.  Because of a2

conflict that the Pillsbury firm had with respect to the Intel3

side of things, the debtor employed the O'Melveny firm to work4

in conjunction with the Pillsbury firm in that litigation with5

the O'Melveny firm essentially taking the Intel side of the6

litigation and Pillsbury taking the Via side of the litigation,7

but working in tandem.8

The Creditors' Committee was not a party to that9

litigation.  And there were so many complicated confidentiality10

agreements that the Committee wasn't even privy to the top-level11

of confidentiality.12

So all I would do and Mr. Rankin would do is we would13

periodically call primarily the O'Melveny lawyers, we knew14

Suzzanne Uhland, to get updates from her.  We would occasionally15

get updates from the Pillsbury lawyers, but our main source of16

information really was from the O'Melveny lawyers.  And we would17

stay as involved as we could within the whole confidentiality18

complexities, then keep the Committee involved.19

We saw that as our limited role, which is why our fees20

with respect to that litigation are minuscule compared to the21

fees in the case.22

What we were advised by the two counsels, but23

O'Melveny was our primary counsel, was that the estate was24

extremely vulnerable, particularly with respect to a25
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$70-million-liquidated-damages provision that Via was going to1

have against the estate if the Intel license situation wasn't2

resolved and that the estate was unable, under Catapult and3

what-have-you, to effectively assume or assume and assign that4

Intel license.5

So we were advised, the Creditors' Committee was6

advised by debtors' counsel, but primarily O'Melveny, but by7

both debtors' counsel, that the estate was very vulnerable on at8

least $70 million of the $105-million claim.9

We thought, based upon advice from counsel, that there10

was exposure for the other $35 million but much more limited.11

So we were advised — and when I say "we," the12

Committee, because in this regard I was essentially a client —13

we were advised that really we were likely to lose on at least14

the $70-million part.  15

It's uncomfortable to put something like that, of16

course, in a pleading in a disclosure statement.  That's what we17

were advised.  I just want to make sure this is full disclosure18

of what happened.19

Anyway, after months of this going on, the Committee20

concluded that any settlement with respect to Via getting an21

allowed claim of $25 million or less was a very favorable deal22

for the estate.  23

So the Committee, through us, advised debtors' counsel24

that if they could settle that litigation where Intel went away,25
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JV went away, and Via obtained a claim of not more than $251

million, the debtors had the Committee support to agree to that2

settlement.  Of course, anything else less than $25 million, the3

Committee would view as much better.  There was never any4

discussion at any time about this idea of senior indebtedness.5

The next thing that happened with respect to the6

Committee is that we were told a settlement had been reached7

orally, and the settlement would involve Intel going away,8

essentially, the license being transferred back to Intel; JV9

agreeing that it had no claims; and Via agreeing to an allowed10

general unsecured claim of twelve and a half million dollars,11

half of what the Committee had authorized the debtors to settle12

at.  13

So the Committee was happy, viewing that as a14

phenomenal result, both in terms of taking a claim that we were15

being — was likely to result in at least 70 million and16

eliminating what was clearly going to be millions of dollars in17

legal fees.18

THE COURT:  Basically you weren't aware of the issue?19

MR. BENDER:  Correct, correct.20

We — the next thing that happened with respect to the21

Committee is the Committee was actually provided with the full22

settlement agreement.  And, of course, we asked the debtors: 23

Please don't sign it until you've walked the Committee through24

the settlement agreement.  25
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The debtors' lawyers walked the Committee through the1

settlement agreement.  It's a very complicated agreement, but we2

understood it.  We were happy with it, and — 3

THE COURT:  At that point did you understand — 4

MR. BENDER:  No.5

THE COURT:  No.  All right.6

MR. BENDER:  Okay.7

So we have the 9019 motion before Your Honor.  It gets8

approved.  It's a go.  The plan and disclosure statement, the9

original drafts of the plan and disclosure statement were10

prepared by the Pillsbury firm, I think, three years ago.11

And the reason why they've remained in standstill is12

because of one issue only, and that is if we're going to13

substantively consolidate these estates, that has to happen14

before or at the time of plan confirmation.15

We couldn't responsibly recommend to the Court or the16

creditors that substantive consolidation made sense unless and17

until the Via-Intel litigation was solved, because had such a18

huge claim been allowed to one debtor or to another debtor, it19

arguably would have been unfair as complicated substantive20

consolidation wouldn't have been if — or not substantively21

consolidating would have been to make that decision.  That's why22

the plan just stood in abeyance for — literally for three years.23

Once — as soon as the Via-Intel settlement was24

approved by Your Honor, I think about three months ago, I25
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personally became the primary person for this estate in the1

drafting of the plan and disclosure statement.  And there have2

been — 3

THE COURT:  So you're saying that even at the time4

that the agreement was approved, the Committee was not aware of5

this provision?6

MR. BENDER:  Not aware, or focused, or any of the7

like.8

Now I don't want to mislead the Court.  It's my9

responsibility to read a document.  The document does say that10

Via agrees that its claim is not senior indebtedness, but I11

would have no reason to focus on it being an important point.12

THE COURT:  Right.13

MR. BENDER:  We draft the plan and disclosure14

statement extensively.  It was a lot of work, as Your Honor15

knows, working with debtors' counsel, working with others who16

were — we knew of being interested at the time, filed the plan17

and disclosure statement.18

The first we heard of this issue was in the Riverside19

objection.  We looked — we looked into it.  The fundamental20

premise, if we get rid of all in the nastiness in pleadings21

which I like to avoid — I don't draft pleadings that way — the22

fundamental premise, as I understand it, that's being raised by23

Riverside and Argo is the following.  And it's very important24

that everybody understands exactly what's going on.  25
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If the twelve — the twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar1

settlement is a fabulous deal.  I don't think anybody could2

disagree with that if they understand the facts.  And if we need3

to supplement the disclosure statement to say that the4

proponents believe that the likely result of litigation would5

have been X, which is kind of an uncomfortable thing to (skip on6

CD), that's why we think this is a great deal.  We can do that.7

If the twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar claim, in and8

of itself, if all or any portion of that is senior indebtedness,9

all that does is benefit Via to the harm of the senior10

noteholders.  It doesn't benefit any other creditors.  It's the11

same claim against the estate.12

The argument that Riverside and Argo are making, which13

in theory would be true, is that they're saying that because14

this estate looks like it's going to be about a 33-percent15

recovery to unsecured creditors, that Via with a twelve-and-a-16

half-million-dollar claim is likely to get around $4 million,17

let's say.18

What they're saying is that what the estates should19

have done, in retrospect, is persuade Via to have agreed to a20

settlement not of a twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar general21

unsecured claim, which was not senior indebtedness, but rather a22

roller claim all the way to down to around a third of a claim23

that would have been senior indebtedness on the theory that Via24

should have been economically neutral, and then the estate would25
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have had less claims against it.  So — 1

THE COURT:  Well, it's like you've got a couple of2

different pocketbooks in this estate.  There's one pocketbook3

for the senior indebtedness and one pocketbook for general4

unsecured creditors.5

MR. BENDER:  Right.6

THE COURT:  And, as I understand it, the settlement7

takes the money from the general unsecured creditors' — 8

MR. BENDER:  No.9

THE COURT:  — pocketbook.  Am I wrong?10

MR. BENDER:  Not completely — 11

THE COURT:  Then help me understand it.12

MR. BENDER:  Not completely wrong.13

THE COURT:  Then help me understand it.14

MR. BENDER:  Okay.  I want to say two things.15

First of all, there's not two different pots of money. 16

THE COURT:  Okay.17

MR. BENDER:  So that fundamental premise is not18

correct.  The senior noteholders are general unsecured claims,19

just like everybody else.20

The only benefit that the senior noteholders have that21

the other unsecured creditors have is just the following:  A22

number of years before the senior notes were issued, there were23

junior notes that were issued to the tune of around a hundred24

million dollars.  The junior note [sic] and the trustee is25
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represented by Sheppard Mullin in Los Angeles, David McCarty. 1

He's taken a very active role in this case, relatively speaking.2

The Pachulski firm represents the junior bondholders3

themselves.  When SonicBlue was having all of its financial4

problems in 2001 and 2002, in order to induce the senior5

noteholders to advance their money to the estate, the junior6

noteholders subordinated to the senior noteholders.7

THE COURT:  Um-hum.8

MR. BENDER:  So what happens in this case, just the9

simple numbers, is — and these aren't going to be the right10

claim amounts, because there's all these objections, but we just11

use simple numbers — if — if the junior noteholders are at $9912

million and the senior noteholders are at $75 million, and it's13

a 33-percent case, the senior noteholders will get $25 million;14

the junior noteholders will get $33 million, except, because of15

the subordination agreement, the junior noteholders have to take16

their $33 million and give it to the senior noteholders.  So the17

junior noteholders will get zero and the senior noteholders,18

under this hypothetical, will get $58 million.19

THE COURT:  That's exactly what I understand.20

MR. BENDER:  The other — the other creditors — 21

THE COURT:  Now run it — run it through as if the Via22

settlement was being paid at senior indebtedness.23

MR. BENDER:  Perfect.24

THE COURT:  Okay.25
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MR. BENDER:  Okay.  If, if the Via settlement was1

exactly like it is, except that the settlement amount was the2

same, twelve and a half million dollars, and that twelve-and-a-3

half-million-dollar claim, instead of being acknowledged by Via4

not to be senior indebtedness was, instead, senior indebtedness,5

then what would happen is that the money that — that the senior6

noteholders would get would otherwise be subordinated to Via,7

which means that, just like before the juniors transferred to8

the seniors, now the seniors would transfer to Via.  9

It would zero impact on the other unsecured creditors. 10

Via would still have a twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar claim. 11

The senior noteholders would still have whatever claim they12

have.  The other unsecured creditors would have zero benefit13

from the twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar Via claim — 14

THE COURT:  All right.  So — 15

MR. BENDER:  — being the senior indebtedness.16

THE COURT:  So Via gets paid how much?17

MR. BENDER:  Via will get, — 18

THE COURT:  It would be — 19

MR. BENDER:  — as a twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar20

creditor, the same percentage everyone else will get, — 21

THE COURT:  Okay.  So — 22

MR. BENDER:  — but the senior noteholders would have23

to pay over to Via the difference between a hundred cents on the24

dollar — 25
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THE COURT:  So Via would — 1

MR. BENDER:  — and whatever Via would get.2

THE COURT:  So Via would get twelve and a half3

million?4

MR. BENDER:  Correct.  Thirty — 5

THE COURT:  And then — 6

MR. BENDER:  — 33 percent from the estate and 677

percent from the senior noteholders.8

THE COURT:  Okay.  And then how much do the seniors9

get?10

MR. BENDER:  The senior noteholders — you mean in real11

dollars?12

THE COURT:  In real dollars.13

MR. BENDER:  If their claims were 75 million — 14

THE COURT:  They have a $75-million claim — 15

MR. BENDER:  — they would get 25 million — 16

THE COURT:  — less — 17

MR. BENDER:  — less — 18

THE COURT:  — twelve and a half million?19

MR. BENDER:  No.  Because Via would get a third of its20

twelve and a half million from the estate, and then about eight21

million or so.22

THE COURT:  Okay.  So they get 25 million less — 23

MR. BENDER:  No, Your Honor.24

THE COURT:  — eight million?25
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MR. BENDER:  No, no.  If Via was owed twelve and a1

half million — 2

THE COURT:  Um-hum.3

MR. BENDER:  — of senior indebtedness, — 4

THE COURT:  Um-hum.5

MR. BENDER:  — and the senior noteholders were owed 756

million general unsecured claim, — 7

THE COURT:  Um-hum.8

MR. BENDER:  — and it was a 33-cent case, — 9

THE COURT:  Um-hum.10

MR. BENDER:  — the senior noteholders would get $2511

million, one-third of 75 million.  Via would get one-third of12

twelve and a half million, approximately a fourth and a third13

million.14

Then the senior noteholders would have to pay over to15

Via the difference between twelve and a half million and four16

and a third million.17

THE COURT:  So they're coughing up $8 million to Via.18

MR. BENDER:  If it was senior indebtedness.19

THE COURT:  Right.  And so then Via is getting twelve20

and a half million, — 21

MR. BENDER:  Correct.22

THE COURT:  — and the seniors at that point are23

getting 17 million.24

MR. BENDER:  Correct.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  Now — 1

MR. BENDER:  You're getting — you're exactly right.2

Now — 3

THE COURT:  Now you've got the junior noteholders, and4

their money is going in to the seniors, — 5

MR. BENDER:  Correct.6

THE COURT:  — and so they're getting how much from7

that?8

MR. BENDER:  Under this hypothetical where the juniors9

are owed 99 million? 10

THE COURT:  Hypothetical.11

MR. BENDER:  They would owe 33 million over to the12

senior noteholders.13

THE COURT:  So basically it's an $8 million difference14

for the senior noteholders.15

MR. BENDER:  The difference between — the difference16

between Via having a 12.5 million general unsecured claim and17

having a 12.5 million senior indebtedness claim is exactly what18

you just said, on the 33-cent case.19

THE COURT:  Okay.  And you're saying that the general20

unsecured creditors are going to get — 21

MR. BENDER:  Let's say — 33 percent, let's say.22

THE COURT:  Okay.23

MR. BENDER:  So — so — 24

THE COURT:  Where does the extra $8 million — 25
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MR. BENDER:  It — 1

THE COURT:  It just came from the — 2

MR. [SPEAKER]:  One from the other.3

MR. BENDER:  The senior noteholders.4

THE COURT:  — senior noteholders.5

MR. BENDER:  Correct.6

THE COURT:  Okay.7

MR. BENDER:  Now here is the crux, here is the crux of8

the argument.  I respect the argument they're making, but let me9

make sure we're all clear on the facts.  What Argo and Riverside10

are saying is that if Via agreed, as part of an overall11

settlement, to a twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar general12

unsecured claim and acknowledged that that claim was not senior13

indebtedness and knew that the estate was looking at around a14

33-percent distribution — I don't know if Via knew that at the15

time or not, because we hadn't filed the claim yet; nobody from16

Via called me.  And we're the ones retaining the claims' chart17

and what happened.  But that's neither here nor there.18

Let's assume those facts, — 19

THE COURT:  Okay.20

MR. BENDER:  — that Via had agreed to a twelve-and-a-21

half-million-dollar settlement, that Via acknowledged that22

twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar claim was not senior23

indebtedness but rather just a general unsecured claim and knew24

that it was a 33-cent case, and they were looking at getting25
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four and a third million, so we stay consistent with the1

numbers.  Let's assume those facts.2

What Argo Partners and Riverside are saying now, if I3

understand it correctly, is that the estate, the debtors who4

were negotiating that settlement, should have said to Via:  Hey,5

Via, if you're willing to take a twelve-and-a-half-million-6

dollar general unsecured claim, why don't you instead take a $57

million senior indebtedness claim, or a $6 million senior8

indebtedness claim, or any number which is less than twelve and9

a half million but more than four and a third?  10

That way you'll get exactly the same that you think11

you're going to get with a twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar12

general unsecured claim, but you will result in the overall pool13

of general unsecured creditors being less and, therefore,14

advantaging the Argo Partners and the Riversides of the world.15

The problem with that analysis is that it assumes a16

whole bunch of facts which I'm told were not possible, which are17

that there wasn't any basis to give Via a senior indebtedness18

claim — 19

THE COURT:  Whoa, whoa, whoa.  First of all, I don't20

see that it really has an advantage for Argo or Riverside under21

the scenarios that we have just laid out.22

MR. BENDER:  Where — where there — 23

THE COURT:  They still get one-third of their claims24

paid.25
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MR. BENDER:  Here's where there would have been an1

advantage, just so we're — make sure we're all crystal clear on2

all the facts.3

THE COURT:  Right.4

MR. BENDER:  If, if in this theoretical world the5

estate could have persuaded Via, let's just say, to obtain a $66

million senior indebtedness claim instead of a7

twelve-and-a-half-million-dollar general unsecured claim, if8

that was possible, right, then the total pool of general9

unsecured claims would be six and a half million dollars less,10

because now Via would be paid as a $6 million creditor, not as a11

twelve and a half.  12

So there would be six and a half million less13

unsecured creditors.  So instead of the case being a 33-cent14

distribution, it would have been a thirty-three-and-a-half-cent15

distribution, or a 34-cent distribution, whatever the change16

would have been.17

There would have been an incremental benefit to18

general unsecured creditors like Riverside or Argo.  It would be19

nominal, because there's so much debt in this case.  But there20

would have been some teeny benefit to them.  They're not21

incorrect about that.22

Where they're incorrect is that they're operating23

under the assumption, which I'm told are incorrect facts, which24

are that the estate had the ability to persuade Via to accept a25
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lower claim than have it be called magically "senior1

indebtedness," even though, we are told, that Via never raised2

during any of the litigation or negotiations that it had a3

senior indebtedness claim, that there was any basis for them to4

have a senior indebtedness claim, or that the senior noteholders5

would have agreed.6

So it's easy to just say, well, if you had this other7

type of settlement, the estate would have been better off.  But8

you have to have had the opportunity you've had for another9

settlement.  And what we're being told is that that opportunity10

didn't exist.11

Ironically, ironically here how did the — how did that12

parenthetical where Via acknowledged that it wasn't senior13

indebtedness even getting to the settlement document?  It was —14

it was put in there by the Pillsbury lawyers, not by Bruce15

Bennett.  16

And why, why did the Pillsbury lawyers put it in? 17

Because the Pillsbury lawyers realized that, hey, you know what,18

just to be crystal clear — and Pillsbury was SonicBlue's lawyers19

all the way from inception.  So they were the lawyers during the20

junior notes, the senior notes, et cetera — the Pillsbury21

lawyers said:  You know what?  We don't want to have an22

ambiguity later where the estate has to incur a bunch of fees of23

litigation between Via and the senior noteholders whether this24

is or isn't senior indebtedness, because it doesn't impact upon25
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the estate.  It only impacts upon — on Via and the senior1

noteholders.  So everybody's suspicions that the senior2

noteholders are somehow controlling this case is wrong.  Then — 3

THE COURT:  Well, but — I mean you've — you've said4

that it does impact general unsecureds.  It may be minutiae, but5

it has an impact.6

MR. BENDER:  If, if the settlement, if the settlement7

that Argo and Riverside wished had occurred was available, but8

we're told it was not.  So we can sit here today and say, you9

know, hold disclosure statement hearing.  Right?10

We're willing to disclose anything.  I put together11

three pages of handwriting.  I don't know if anybody wants me to12

read it on the record.  I'll read it on the record.13

THE COURT:  The problem is that you don't have14

knowledge.  That's what the problem is.15

MR. BENDER:  I don't have knowledge about which part?16

THE COURT:  About the Via settlement.  So really what17

you probably have to do is allow discovery to take place.18

MR. BENDER:  That's completely fine.19

But I ask — I ask the following question:  The last20

thing you'll ever have with my firm in as counsel is trying to21

block people from having information.  I've never in my entire22

career fought with somebody about you want me to disclose this,23

we'll put it in.24

THE COURT:  I'm not accusing you of that.25
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MR. BENDER:  Good.1

THE COURT:  All right.2

MR. BENDER:  But — but here's — I do want to point — I3

do want to point this out.  And — and I think this is important. 4

I like to understand what's the other side trying to achieve.  5

I had never heard of Argo Partners being involved in6

this case until almost midnight last night when I got that ECF7

thing on my computer and I just happened to be awake.  They've8

never, as far as I know, appeared in this case or have been9

buying claims.  10

The first that I ever heard from Riverside was when11

they were objecting to the continuous plan exclusivity12

stipulations that the debtors and the Committee want to enter13

into because they, understandably, wanted a plan filed as14

quickly as possible because they want to get their money as15

quickly as possible.16

I personally went through great efforts during this17

whole holiday season to make sure that we got them up, because18

that's what's significant for us, because what — somebody else19

is going to file a claim in this case, to get a plan on file20

December 15th so we could — 21

THE COURT:  It's upsetting to you that somebody has22

raised an issue that the Committee didn't consider, but they23

have?24

MR. BENDER:  Your Honor, but that's — that's not my25
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point.1

THE COURT:  Okay.2

MR. BENDER:  My point — my point is the following.  I3

don't mean to interrupt.4

My point is this —  We can delay this whole case, put5

it on hold, et cetera, while they do their discovery.  My point6

is this:  A very complex settlement was approved before Your7

Honor months ago with a final order.8

It would be insane to try and undo that settlement.  I9

don't think that's what they want to accomplish.  And if they10

wanted to accomplish that, that would really make no sense.11

So my question is this:  So they — go do your12

discovery, but let's assume the worst for this conversation. 13

Let's assume that Via says:  You know what, if someone had just14

asked us, yeah, we would have agreed to a lower claim.  If you15

could have gone before Judge Morgan and gotten a court order16

that said it was senior indebtedness — let's assume Via says17

that, because if Via doesn't say that there's nothing to talk18

about.19

Let's assume Via says that.  Well, then, what do we20

do?  There's nothing to do.  I mean we have a — we have a pot of21

a lot of money.  We're anxious to get it to creditors.  We've22

gone through a lot to get a plan and disclosure statement filed23

as quickly as we can.   We amended the plan to make sure — at24

Riverside's request, really — that unsecured creditors — 25
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THE COURT:  There are always remedies.  We don't need1

to get into them now, but there are always remedies.  So don't2

worry about that.3

MR. BENDER:  As long as everybody understands that4

discovery equates to delay.  And if that's the result they want,5

I think — Mr. Bennett doesn't want that result.  He can speak6

for his own clients.  But the debtor is in a liquidating case.7

The Committee members like Riverside and Argo would8

like to see their money come to them as soon as possible.  If9

the case is delayed, they, like Argo and Riverside, will get10

their money later than sooner.11

If — if a delay is what is necessary — I'd be sort of12

surprised if that's the result Riverside and Argo want, because13

that's totally adverse to their interest and totally adverse to14

what Riverside's been telling us for months.  And to me15

discovery equates to delay but, you know, Your Honor will decide16

what makes sense.17

THE COURT:  Thank you.18

Who else wishes to be heard?19

Mr. Bennett, you've stood up.20

MR. BENNETT:  Yes, yes.  Yes, Your Honor.21

THE COURT:  Oh, I'm sorry.  Excuse me.  Mr. Freeman22

stood up.23

MR. FREEMAN:  I think one minute.24

MR. BENNETT:  Well, unless I — I just want to put25
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myself on the list, Your Honor, but it can wait until everyone1

in the courtroom is finished.2

THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Freeman will be heard next.3

MR. FREEMAN:  Thank you.  And briefly, because I think4

Mr. Bender, on behalf of the Committee, you know, made things5

very clear, and I — in light of where the Court seemed to6

indicate that they should have their opportunity to do7

discovery.  And obviously the debtor has no stake in this. 8

We've deferred to our Creditors' Committee.  We have run9

everything by them.  We have a responsible officer that is — the10

firm has never represented the noteholders. 11

The responsible officer is doing his very best.  And12

everything that's — even controversial — is run by the13

Creditors' Committee and — and run by this Court.14

I'll submit to the Court that — and I was not15

personally involved in the Via-Intel litigation, as Tom Moran16

from our office was the primary attorney doing that, so I can't17

tell you what we filed that time.18

I do know, and I think discovery will bear out, the19

fact that there never was — typically in these senior indentures20

or any indenture there is carve-outs for senior indebtedness. 21

It usually means funded loans or trade payables, the ability to22

get additional moneys.  Via never made a loan.  23

I think the discovery, if that's what it takes, will24

bear out there never was a Via loan.  There was a whole lot of25
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disputes regarding a joint venture and Via claims and duplicate1

claims and, therefore, the settlement — I don't know if they2

even contemplated it.  And it was — no good deed goes unpunished3

— in the very latest rounds of the disclosure statement to make4

absolutely clear so that we don't have excessive litigation5

discovery, Nell Walker (phonetic) from her office said, Oh, —6

and just so there's no mistake or anyone could read otherwise,7

the settle- — the general — the twelve-and-a-half-million-8

dollar general unsecured claim is exactly that.  It's not senior9

debt.  10

It was to clarify so that they're — certainly not to11

hide anything, because why would you hide something that has12

already, you know, been there.  It was to make it abundantly13

clear to creditors.  Well, of course, that started a firestorm. 14

Your Honor, I'll step down.  If there's going to be15

discovery, if there's going to be inquiries, hopefully we can do16

it.  And I would ask the attorneys to take the personal attacks,17

particularly the last minute, out of this.  There's nothing to18

gain from our firm.  There's nothing to gain from the19

responsible officer.  And I don't believe there's anything to20

gain from anybody, either to mislead them or to structure21

something around them or other unsecured creditors.22

So let's work expeditiously, if that's the case, and23

collegiately to get the results that are needed and get the plan24

confirmed.25
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THE COURT:  Let me hear from Mr. Bennett now.1

MR. FREEMAN:  Thank you.2

THE COURT:  Thank you.3

MR. BENNETT:  Good morning, Your Honor.  First of all,4

let me apologize for not being able to appear in person today. 5

I didn't realize that a small fire was growing in this case, and6

I had other commitments today that kept me in Los Angeles.  It7

sounds like I'll be appearing in person going forward.8

First of all, Mr. Bender, so far as he told you the9

story, told it to you exactly accurately, as I understand it. 10

And I couldn't hear everything Your Honor said.  And I don't11

have a problem if people want to take discovery to verify what12

was represented is, in fact, true.13

I would hope that the disclosure statement could go14

out and with whatever disclosure people want, all — everyone's15

contentions can be in it.  And the discovery can take place16

between now and a confirmation hearing, because what I think17

Your Honor is presented with is really a confirmation objection.18

THE COURT:  No, I'm sorry.  I think that they're19

entitled to full discovery here.  And so I'm not going to put20

them on a short leash.21

MR. BENNETT:  And I guess then we'll do it now, and22

then maybe it will be less aggravation when we actually go to23

confirmation.24

But I do think — let me just add a couple of other25
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facts that will, in fact, be revealed in discovery, because it's1

not as if this is the first investigation into this matter.2

The senior noteholders, of course, looked at it.  And3

I understand Via looked at it, too.  And in addition to4

everything Mr. Bender said, Your Honor should know that at the5

time that the senior noteholders were negotiating to purchase6

the senior notes and it was a time when the debtor was already7

in — having some difficulties — I don't think was in extreme8

financial distress — the debtor was simultaneously negotiating9

with Via for a loan.  And that was going to be a $15 million10

loan.11

So the pocket that was inserted into the indenture —12

sometimes people call these things "baskets"; sometimes they13

call these things "pockets" — was not just for a theoretical Via14

loan; it was for a particular Via loan, which was then being15

discussed between Via and the debtors.16

And, as Mr. Bender and Freeman both pointed out, for17

whatever reason — and here's where my knowledge — and Via never18

made that loan.  The — the litigation that was before Your Honor19

for so long, and that was the obstacle for resolving this case20

for so long, ultimately boiled down to a damage claim against21

the company by Via as a result of the failure of an intellectual22

property license that Via was counting on in connection with the23

operations of the joint venture.  That's what it is.  It's a24

litigation damage claim.  It's not a claim for borrowed money. 25
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It's not trade debt.  It's not indebtedness.1

So I — if there — if there has to be an investigation,2

that's fine.  But what people are going to find is that this was3

not regarded as a close call by the senior lenders — by the4

senior noteholders.5

The Via claim, as articulated to the Court and as6

ultimately negotiated, was never anything resembling7

indebtedness that was intended to be within the scope of8

anything in the senior noteholder documentation.9

But here's the important point:  In fact, Via didn't10

think so, either.  So, you know, if you're asking Via:  Did Via11

want to mount an attack against the senior noteholders to try to12

establish that a particular claim was senior indebtedness, they13

looked at that question.  They said, "No."14

And while Via is — you know, it's a really big15

company.  They're repre- — they were represented for most of16

this by Henry Kevane, who is not exactly a shrinking violet.17

This — this issue has been tossed about, thought18

about, consciously thought about by everyone who was on any side19

of it.  And they decided there was nothing there.20

And now you have a third party, which I think Mr.21

Bender's right, can't even incidentally benefit because Via was22

holding a huge club over this estate, a hundred-million-dollar23

claim that many people, separate from it, who looked at it24

really hard thought they were dealing with a $70 problem, and25
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they think a $12 million settlement should have been a $61

million settlement to something like that.  I don't think Mr.2

Kevane would ever have agreed.  3

But that is the full story, and I think that's4

rounding out parts that Mr. Bender might not have known.  And —5

and we ought to have all the disclosure in the world about this,6

but there's just nothing here.7

THE COURT:  Thank you, Mr. Bennett.8

Okay.  Is there anyone else on this side who wishes to9

be heard?10

Mr. Grotenhuis, do you wish to be heard?11

MR. GROTENHUIS:  Yes, Your Honor.12

I have a very small interest here, but I've been13

trying to buy an asset from one of the parties, either the14

creditors or the estate for a hundred thousand dollars.  It's15

the shell.  And it's any governmental claims that nobody wants.16

I'm under the impression these assets will not be17

monetized or not planning to be monetized or sold.  I have18

offered to pay the attorney's cost to even look at the deal or19

to have a discussion with me that I might have the opportunity20

to mitigate any opposition or any concerns to this offer.21

I have sent out numerous emails and — to everybody I22

think might respond to me.  No one — no one's responded to me,23

so I'm asking you who might I speak to regarding this issue that24

would be able to discuss the — their concern.25
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THE COURT:  Well, first of all, it's really not before1

us today.  But the attorneys at this table should be able to2

talk with you.  And when you get them eyeball to eyeball, I'm3

sure that they'll be helpful.4

MR. GROTENHUIS:  Fantastic.5

THE COURT:  Okay.  6

MR. GROTENHUIS:  Thank you.7

THE COURT:  Good luck to you, sir.8

MR. BENDER:  Your Honor, since we're just on the9

point, I do want to point out as one of the changes we made to10

the disclosure statement, we do disclose the proposal made by11

Mr. Grotenhuis and why the estate didn't think it made sense to12

accept.13

THE COURT:  Okay.14

MR. BENDER:  Whatever that's worth.15

THE COURT:  That's fine.  And — but now you can meet16

him face to face and have a discussion.17

Okay.  Ms. Dumas.18

MS. DUMAS:  Your Honor, I thought — I'm not really on19

one side or the other, but I thought I would take this20

opportunity to speak.21

My — my suggestion before the hearing was just perhaps22

to try to shortcircuit some kind of long, drawn-out discovery. 23

And I don't know if the parties on this side of the court would24

be satisfied with this, but my suggestion was that Mr. Bennett,25
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Mr. Bender, Marcus Smith of the debtor, and whoever was counsel1

for Via — I'm sorry — the name was Henry Ko- — Kovane2

(phonetic).3

THE COURT:  Kevane.4

MS. DUMAS:  — would all put declarations into the5

record stating under penalty of perjury that Via never had6

senior indebtedness, because when you look at the indenture7

agreement and juxtapose it with the settlement, I can see why it8

looks like there was a nefarious plot.  And I understand what9

everybody's explanations are, but there's still this appearance10

that there's a taint.11

So I don't know if just going that route would be12

enough to satisfy everybody, but that was my suggestion.13

THE COURT:  Thank you.14

Okay.  Mr. Franklin and Mr. McNutt, I'm somewhat15

inclined to take a recess at this point to allow you to decide16

whether you want to do discovery and, if so, to what extent;17

whether it can be done informally, and then resume after you18

have had — having taken all of this information in, have a clear19

position of what your wishes are.20

So we'll take a short recess.  When you are ready to21

resume, please let Mrs. McGowan know.22

[COUNSEL]:  Thank you, Your Honor.23

THE COURT:  Thank you.24

MR. RANKIN:  Your Honor, I couldn't hear when the25
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recess was to.1

THE COURT:  Whenever they tell us they're ready.2

MR. RANKIN:  Okay.3

THE COURT:  Okay, thank you.4

THE CLERK:  All rise.5

(Recess taken from 11:46 a.m. to 12:20 p.m.)6

THE CLERK:  All rise.7

THE COURT:  Please be seated.8

MR. McNUTT:  Your Honor, could I confess that I desire9

to say my piece first because I'm facing a certain amount of10

quiet desperation here.  I'm supposed to be in Pasadena at four 11

o'clock to speak on behalf of the incoming Chief Judge in the12

Central District.  And if I don't show up, I'm a dead man.13

THE COURT:  I understand.14

MR. RANKIN:  But here's what I see.  There's a reason15

there are disclosure requirements.  Perhaps the reason for that16

is people get notice of things early and often small problems17

don't turn into big problems.18

I know a lot of the people involved in this case.  Mr.19

Bennett is commonly described, to my knowledge, as one of the20

smartest lawyers in America.  We have two of the largest firms21

in America involved working for the debtor.  And we have Mr.22

Rankin's firm, which is very well regarded as a creditors'23

committee firm.  24

Collectively, a situation developed where a provision25
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was thrown in, as it said, at the last moment because nobody1

cared, which theoretically provided a potential $15 benefit to2

the three largest creditors on the Creditors' Committee.3

And when they came to bring a 9019 motion, any4

first-year law student would have been told to put that in5

20-point type with a border around it and then explain why it6

was irrelevant, because disclosed that would set off fireworks.7

Today we've heard a lot of arguments on the merits. 8

Was it — was it — was the subordination provision subject to9

parole evidence?  Could — if I had gone to trial, could it have10

proved this or that.  On the other hand, maybe the way these11

documents work, you just enforce them as they're written. 12

That's been my experience with trust indentures, although I'm13

sure there are contrary arguments.14

If the Court were — and what I have seen from the15

outside is this was not disclosed in the 9019 motion; it was not16

disclosed in the settlement agreement, not with any — not with17

any emphasis; and it was not disclosed in the disclosure18

statement.19

And when there were efforts made by people, including20

me, to get copies of the redacted settlement agreement, it was21

very hard and required many weeks of struggle.  In fact, I never22

got it.  Mr. McGrainy (phonetic), who is a more forceful23

character, he managed to get it.  I could never find the right24

key.  And I was told a lot of things, and it will take me a long25
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time to explain that.1

So what happens?  Do we take discovery?  Well, if we2

take discovery, if we get 60 days to take discovery, between3

Levene, Levene, Neale and Bender; Pillsbury Winthrop; and4

O'Melveny and Myers I suspect I'll get 40,000 pages of5

documents.6

Because — my client has a relatively small position — 7

they have a significant pool of assets to draw on to defend what8

they've already done.  That's just the position we're in.9

I would suggest another alternative would be to hire10

an examiner, an examiner especially if she had some experience11

in trust indentures and this area of law.  She could come in and12

if she got hit with 30,000 pages of documents, she could come to13

Your Honor and say:  They're making it difficult.  And Your14

Honor would be much more respectful of that since an independent15

person would not be speaking to you in a purely adversarial way.16

I'm willing.  There is nothing wrong that went on17

here.  However, the way in which all this came about and the18

difficulty so far of digging it out does not support that in my19

mind.  And that's what bothers me.  Thank you, Your Honor.20

THE COURT:  Okay.  Thank you.  You're free to go.21

MR. McNUTT:  Thank you.22

THE COURT:  Mr. Franklin.23

MR. FRANKLIN:  Just a couple of comments, Your Honor.24

First, Riverside is, indeed, anxious to get paid, but25
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it is also very interested in the integrity of the system and is1

also concerned with a lack of disclosure in this case. 2

And the explanations that are provided here today3

simply, you know, just don't ring true in light of, you know,4

the unambiguous language of the senior indenture.5

They say that the indenture was — strike that — the6

senior indebtedness — Via was limited to a loan that was never7

made, but the express terms of the indenture says all8

indebtedness of the company due and owing to Via Technologies. 9

It would be very easy to draft language that limits10

the amount of the senior indebtedness to a loan.  In fact, they11

— they issued definitions in the senior indenture calling others12

subject to the senior indebtedness qualified lenders.13

Secondly, they contend that it doesn't apply to trade14

debt, but there's exclusion language in the senior indenture15

which excludes from the definition of senior indebtedness other16

than the Via indebtedness for trade indebtedness and services17

incurred in the ordinary course of business.18

This — and this is what Riverside doesn't understand. 19

That's pretty darn clear that the senior priority was not20

limited to this loan as has been explained before Your Honor21

today.22

We would echo Argo's request for a examiner.  I think23

that might be appropriate.  We can work on, you know, the scope24

of the assignment for the examiner.  But in light of, you know,25
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counsel's concerns about, you know, personal attacks and the1

adversarial nature of it, perhaps it's better for an independent2

examiner to come in and make a report to Your Honor and we would3

abide by that.  So that's our suggestion.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  Ms. Dumas, what's your view?5

MS. DUMAS:  Well, Your Honor, I spoke to the parties,6

and I said:  Okay, what do you think of my idea of the7

declarations?8

They said:  The problem is we don't get to9

cross-examine.10

I said:  Okay, why don't you depose all of these11

people?  Would that be enough?12

Well, no, because there still would be more documents,13

and we don't trust them, and... basically there's a lack of14

trust.  That's — that's kind of the bottom line.15

And also, as Mr. McNutt said to the Court, he also16

said to me outside:  I don't believe that if I ask for documents17

that I wouldn't be just inundated with documents.  18

Now, in fairness, Mr. Bender and Mr. Freeman said: 19

We'll let you see anything you want to see.  But the feeling is20

that they would just be inundated with too much information and21

wouldn't — it would become a very expensive process to sift22

through that.23

So I don't know where that — that leaves us.  I — I24

think that it would easier and faster to just have these parties25
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do it themselves.  But if they're not going to believe what1

people say under oath and if they're not going to trust that2

their requests for documents are going to be responsive, it just3

seems like a really extreme remedy to have an examiner, but if4

that's — if that's what everybody thinks is necessary, then I5

guess we have to do it.6

THE COURT:  What do you mean?  It's not "what7

everybody thinks is necessary."  You've heard two requests for8

an examiner.  And I'm asking for your independent view.9

MS. DUMAS:  My view is if they thought that they could10

do it, they — they should do it themselves.11

THE COURT:  "...they"?12

MS. DUMAS:  That Riverside and Argo, that they're the13

ones that raised the issue, — 14

THE COURT:  Well, they don't think they can do it.15

MS. DUMAS:  — and they don't think they can do it, so16

I — you know, where does that leave us?  I guess they want an17

examiner, and perhaps the debtor and — 18

THE COURT:  Do you want time to think about it?19

MS. DUMAS:  I suppose.  Maybe there's something that I20

could look at, or people that I could talk to that could get21

some — 22

THE COURT:  I doubt it.  I doubt that, to tell you the23

truth.24

Ms. Gerston, did you wish to be heard on any of these25
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issues?1

MS. GERSTON:  No, Your Honor.  I just wanted to2

monitor the proceedings on behalf of creditor claims.  I just3

had to give Mr. McNutt the directions to the taxicab stand.4

THE COURT:  Okay.  Mr. Bender, do you wish to be5

heard?6

MR. BENDER:  Yes, Your Honor.7

As I explained to Mr. McNutt and to Mr. Franklin8

outside, my firm is counsel to the Creditors' Committee.  We're9

theoretically representing the same entities.  I mean we're —10

we're here to maximum the recovery to unsecured creditors as11

quickly as possible.12

THE COURT:  You feel capable to pursue these issues,13

don't you?14

MR. BENDER:  Absolutely, but I do — I do want to come15

back and — it's unfortunate Mr. McNutt had to leave, but he had16

to leave.17

Mr. McNutt has never called me or emailed me, ever. 18

So this idea that he spent weeks trying to get information just19

is factually untrue.20

THE COURT:  Okay.21

MR. BENDER:  I've been counsel for the Committee the22

whole time.  I asked him outside:  Why don't you ever call me? 23

This — I asked him — I asked him how much — how much claims does24

Argo Partners hold.25
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Argo Partners is a claims trader.  Argo Partners and1

Riverside — not to disparage claim traders — 2

THE COURT:  No.3

MR. BENDER:  — they send out their solicitation4

letters on every one of my cases.5

I asked Mr. McNutt, "How much claims does your client6

hold?"7

And he said, "I don't know.  Around $200,000."8

THE COURT:  Um-hum.9

MR. BENDER:  Okay.  Mr. Franklin says his clients hold10

nine to ten million dollars in claims.11

THE COURT:  Listen, I don't care.  You know, one of12

the beauties about being a judge is that I don't — to me it's13

the legal issues that are interesting, and I don't need to worry14

about dollar amount.  15

You're looking at this pragmatically, that they're not16

owed a lot of money.  But the truth is we're going to have to17

find some answers here.  I think that you and your firm are18

quite competent to get the answers.19

And my suggestion is that we don't do an examiner, but20

we ask that you perhaps depose or — I think probably depose is21

the best thing — the counsel representing the entities in the22

adversary and make sure that you are comfortable with the facts23

underlying, and then submit a declaration to the Court.  It24

might have to be under seal; I don't know.25
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But see if you can then communicate with the parties,1

satisfy yourself and satisfy the Court that you've gotten2

answers that are sufficient to make the Committee comfortable3

that its interests were served.4

MR. BENDER:  And I appreciate that, and I'm happy to5

do it.  I do — so we don't leave here with ambiguity — I do want6

to make sure that I'm clear, because I think it's a very narrow7

scope.  I only see two issues here.  And I think I can get every8

single one of these through voluntary declarations, except9

possibly Via, and I won't know until I ask.  And that is — 10

THE COURT:  The problem with voluntary — well, so long11

as they're under oath.  Okay.12

MR. BENDER:  Declarations under penalty of perjury,13

absolutely.  And — and the issues are just the following simple14

things.  And that is:  Does Via believe that it had any15

entitlement to senior indebtedness?16

And, secondarily, would Via — and I don't know that17

this is relevant — but would Via have agreed to a settlement of18

a lesser number, because what Mr. McNutt said, and then left,19

was that — and then it sounded like Mr. Franklin kind of echoed20

it — was that, in their opinion, in reading the senior bond21

indenture agreement they seemed to think that there may have22

been arguments for Via to have had a right to contend that it's23

claiming senior indebtedness, but I want to make sure —  this is24

so crystal clear and important — that if all that happened was25
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that that claim was deemed senior indebtedness, that'd be zero1

economic benefit to anybody else.2

THE COURT:  You know, Via might not have even3

researched the issue, because it was doing the pragmatic thing.4

MR. BENDER:  Right.5

THE COURT:  Okay?6

MR. BENDER:  Right.7

THE COURT:  So I'm not sure that that is going to8

really answer the question.9

MR. BENDER:  Well, do you — because — because if I'm10

going to do this — and I'm absolutely happy to do it — it seems11

to me that the issues are:  Does Via believe it had senior12

indebtedness?  Does Via — would Via have agreed to a different13

settlement?  What else — what else — what other issues?  I mean14

I've been looking for Mr. Franklin to tell me.15

THE COURT:  Mr. Freeman.16

MR. FREEMAN:  I have one, because — because as the17

debtor, it's just so troubled — the debtor has — has no axe to18

grind.  I think what we're really getting at is the question for19

Via:  Was there some conspiracy, hidden agreement, agenda,20

reason that you did your claim that way, or did you have some21

secret deal with the senior noteholders?22

That, I think, is the allegation and that we've all23

covered it up, but isn't that really — the essence was — was,24

you know, was Via looking at the merits and all the discovery?25
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THE COURT:  You know, you all have satisfied me that1

the attorneys present in the room have not participated in any2

cover-up.  Okay.  I'm very comfortable with that.  But the ones3

that — I mean the real issue is:  What were the motivations4

behind the settlement agreement as it was structured?5

MR. BENDER:  That's fine, Your Honor.  I understand6

what you're looking for.7

THE COURT:  Yeah, yeah.8

MR. BENDER:  I do want to point out, because we're not9

in an adversary proceeding, if Via doesn't voluntarily appear10

for a deposition I'm going to have to file a 2004 motion.  But11

I'm happy to take on this role.12

THE COURT:  Yeah.13

MR. BENDER:  Absolutely.  I'll do this.14

THE COURT:  I think it is appropriately your role. 15

And it's too bad that all of this has come out at this late date16

in proceeding on the disclosure statement and plan.  On the17

other hand, this case has been pending for a number of years,18

and I think that these are significant issues that affect the19

integrity of the system that deserve full inquiry.20

MR. BENDER:  Can I ask the following question, and Mr.21

McNutt's not here, but of Mr. Franklin:  Is there any reason why22

we couldn't — and I don't know if we have a continued hearing or23

not — is there any reason why, since I know Mr. Franklin's24

clients from this and many other cases want to get their money25
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as quickly as possible, as do all the other unsecured creditors,1

that we couldn't see if we can come up with an insertion into2

the disclosure statement of as much language as it takes to get3

Mr. Franklin's clients satisfied — 4

THE COURT:  No, it's not — at this point it's not Mr.5

Franklin's clients; it's the Court.6

MR. BENDER:  And what I was — and then maybe language7

that works for everybody, especially the Court, that would also8

disclose the efforts that my firm will be undertaking and still9

go forward with disseminating a disclosure statement, because at10

the end of the day here — 11

THE COURT:  No, because I'm going to tell you I think12

that, if you find out adverse information, you're going to have13

to totally restructure, perhaps, your plan and disclosure14

statement.15

MR. BENDER:  But — that's fine.  And I don't mind.  I16

just want to make sure that if we're going to delay the case,17

because the — 18

THE COURT:  Right.19

MR. BENDER:  — distribution difference to unsecured20

creditors of something nefarious being found out is still21

completely de minimis.22

THE COURT:  You're assuming that we're not going to23

consider equitable subordination.  Okay.  You have to — there24

are — there are many remedies that are broad out there and25
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far-reaching, depending upon what you learn.1

MR. BENDER:  Okay.2

THE COURT:  Okay.3

MR. BENDER:  So you would like to, what, then just4

continue this disclosure statement hearing for a while?5

THE COURT:  Yeah.  Let's continue this — I have6

another calendar.  February 15th at eleven o'clock?7

Am I right?8

THE CLERK:  Yes.9

MR. FREEMAN:  Could you repeat that, Your Honor?  I10

didn't hear you.11

THE COURT:  February 15th at eleven o'clock.12

MR. BENDER:  Your Honor, I think I'm out — I think I13

have a court hearing at 11:30.14

Your Honor, I have a plan confirmation in San Diego. 15

Is it — could we pick a different date, please?16

THE COURT:  Yes.  How about February 13th?17

Mrs. McGowan, does that look good — open right now?18

(Court and Clerk confer on the record.)19

MR. BENDER:  I was actually thinking about a little20

later, just to make sure there's time to do something here.21

THE COURT:  You know I go into a four-day trial the22

following week.  So that wipes out the full week.  It looks like23

— how about February 26th?24

MR. BENDER:  That would be my choice.25
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THE COURT:  Okay.  February 26th.  We can make it1

eleven o'clock or at 1:30.  Does anyone care?2

MR. FREEMAN:  I'd prefer eleven o'clock, Your Honor.3

THE COURT:  Eleven o'clock on February 26, having4

heard nothing further.5

Mrs. McGowan, you still show that date as a good date?6

THE CLERK:  Yes, Your Honor.7

THE COURT:  Okay.  I would appreciate hearing some8

sort of status report from you, whether you're actually going9

forward, so that we can keep this thing as much on track as10

possible.11

MR. BENDER:  You would like that orally or in writing?12

THE COURT:  No, I think — I'd say probably in writing13

so that you have a full record.  And let's say by the 19th, if14

possible.15

Anything further?16

MR. BENDER:  No, Your Honor.  Is there any — any17

additional notice that you would like given, or it's official18

everyone's in court who needs — who needs notice.19

THE COURT:  I don't think we need additional notice.20

[COUNSEL]:  Thank you, Your Honor.21

THE COURT:  Very well.22

[COUNSEL]:  Thank you very much.23

THE COURT:  Thank you.24

[COUNSEL]:  Thank you, Your Honor.25
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THE COURT:  We're adjourned.1

THE CLERK:  All rise.2

(The hearing was adjourned at 12:38 o'clock p.m.)3
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